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Welcome drink
Transfer to liveaboard
Dinner
Shared cabin accommodation on dive boat

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
4 dives
Shared cabin accommodation on dive boat

DAY ONE (8TH FEB): 
 Location: Khao Lak
 Itinerary:  Welcome to Khao Lak!  We hope you've had a relaxing day and made it to this little coastal town safely because the next
few days are going to be action packed. We will meeting up in the afternoon in the centre of Khao Lak (exact time and location TBC
30 days prior to departure) to get acquainted & have a welcome drink with the full crew before heading off to the pier to prepare to
board the boat - our home for the next 3 nights! After getting settled into our cabins, dinner will be served on the boat and we will
be briefed about our exciting few days ahead of us.

INCLUDED

DAY TWO (9TH FEB): 
 Location: Similan Islands
 Itinerary: We will have a 7:00 am wake-up call followed by our first dive of the day at 7:45 am at Koh Bon West Ridge. At 9am we

will enjoy a breakfast break before out second dive at Koh Bon West Ridge. At 1pm we will re-fuel with a delicious lunch ahead of
our third dive at the Tachai Pinnacle. At 5pm we will enjoy some snacks aboard before getting briefed for our fourth and final dive
of the day at Tachai Beach. We will finish the day with dinner at 8pm.

INCLUDED:

Lunch
Transport to Khao Lak Hotel
Independent daytime activities
Alcohol

NOT INCLUDED: 

Alcohol
NOT INCLUDED: 

 



Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
4 dives
Shared cabin accommodation on dive boat

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
3 dives
Shared accommodation in Khao Lak

Breakfast
Transfers to Phuket or Surat Thani Transport Terminals

DAY THREE (10TH FEB): 
 Location: Similan Islands
 Itinerary: We will wake up once again in our boat cabins before kicking off another full day of diving. We have an early
briefing for our fifth dive of the trip at Tachai The Dome. At 8am, we will break for breakfast and set sail to our next
dive site - the world-renowned Richelieu Rock, where we will be enjoying our sixth five. Lunch will be at 1:45pm before
another glorious dive (#7) at Richelieu Rock. We'll then have a bit of time to relax on board with some afternoon
snacks. At 5:30pm we will have our eighth and final dive briefing for the day at Richelieu Rock. We will wrap up our
final evening on the boat with a delicious dinner at 7:30pm.

INCLUDED:

DAY FOUR (11TH FEB): 
 Location: Similan Islands
 Itinerary:  We have an early 6am start today for our third and final day on the liveaboard. We will kickstart the day

with a sunrise dive  (#9) at Koh Bon Pinnacle. At 8am we will have our final breakfast before prepping for our tenth
dive at Koh Bon. We will break for lunch at 2 pm before our eleventh and final dive of the whole trip at the Boon Sung
Wreck. At 3pm we will return back to Khao Lak where we will head to our hotel for a farewell team dinner. 😥

INCLUDED:

DAY FIVE (12TH FEB): 
Location: Khao Lak
 Itinerary: Departure day. We will have breakfast at our accommodation with your morning at leisure to relax by the

pool and say your goodbyes. Private transfers will be arranged throughout the day to either Phuket or Surat Thani. 

INCLUDED:

Alcohol
NOT INCLUDED: 

 

Alcohol
NOT INCLUDED: 

 

Lunch
Dinner
Alcohol

NOT INCLUDED: 

 



INCLUDED
✅ Marine Park fees
✅ 11 fun dives
✅ All Food (3 Meals per day)
       + some soft drinks
✅ Equipment Rental
✅ Dive Insurance
✅ 4 dive staff members
✅ 3 nights cabin accommodation

NOT INCLUDED
❌ Nitrox (price TBC)
❌ Alcohol + other soft drinks

The most famous dive site of Thailand, Richelieu Rock is an isolated diving pinnacle which is home to the largest and
most diverse species of marine life unlike anywhere in the country. The site is marked by the top with a pinnacle

which is 1 metre above the sea level during low tide, and disappears underwater during high tide.
The horseshoe-shaped reef is known for its purple corals as well as diverse marine life ranging from small fish to

super large pelagics like whale shark, manta ray, barracuda and grouper. The pinnacle falls steeply to the surrounding
sand bottom at a maximum depth of 35 metres. The south side is a bay with a slope that gently falls to the deep, while

the rest comprises sheer walls, groups of rocks and numerous small caves that are home to various marine life.

Koh Bon is an islet situated to the northwest of the Similan Islands famous for Manta Rays. The reef
slopes from a depth of 10 metres down to sandy bottom at 25 to 30 metres. The majority of corals
here are hard corals including staghorn coral and brain coral that are interspersed with a few big
coral heads. The ridge is covered in tiny yellow soft corals and has an abundance of life due to the

usually medium/strong currents but this is what brings in the big fish. This is the number 1 place in
Thailand to see Manta Rays, they love to hang out on the ridge with us and get cleaned by the

butterflyfish and play with our bubbles; all you do is sit back and enjoy the show.

Sunk in 1985, this tin dredger went down in 20 meters of water, after somebody flushed the toilet and the water
started rushing in and did not stop (or so the legend goes). Over several years, it became colonized by thousands upon
thousands of fish, glad to be lucky enough to have to an artificial reef in a vast expanse of sand. When the tsunami hit
in 2004, it broke the structure into four main pieces, making it even more interesting for us divers. Around the wreck,

which locals describe as “fish soup,” you will pass through clouds of snappers, fusiliers, batfish, and trevally as you
look for the special things living within the wreck and in the surrounding sand. Crocodile fish, stonefish, scorpionfish,

lionfish, ornate ghost pipefish and much more reside with the kings of the site, the nudibranchs.

Also known as "The Dome", the Tachai Pinnacle is situated just off Koh Tachai Island and is a Mecca for marine life. The
Dome is a submerged pinnacle made up of gigantic granite boulders reminiscent of Similan Island site. To the west you will

find large boulders, some of which have formed swim-throughs. In the east, you will find stacks of small rocks, most of
which are covered by hard corals and sea whips. Colourful soft corals and sea fans dominate the northern area of the site.
The top of the pinnacle is a wide flat plain with bush and mountain coral. The pinnacles comprise of a wide range of rock
clusters and are home to large sea fans and corals, that are covered in glass fish and often huge schools of barracuda are

hanging out in the blue, out in the sand are Bent Stick Pipefish, Leopard sharsk, passing Manta Rays and Whalesharks are
also frequent visitors to both pinnacles.

The Manta Queen Liveaboard vessels are owned and operated by KSA Liveaboard . KSA Liveaboard Thailand (formerly Khao Lak Scuba Adventures) is a leading scuba operator and award-winning PADI 5 Star Career
Development Center in Khao Lak. Founded in 2003, KSA Liveaboard is the most experienced scuba diving operator in the region. We promote dive safety first and foremost and we take pride in having a very well organized and

professionally run dive centre aimed at excellent customer service in a fun environment onboard Manta Queen.



Thailand is a tropical country and we will be there in the dry season so you can expect the weather to be hot, 25°C to 32°C on average day
with (hopefully) not much rain.
Here is a list of essentials we strongly recommend packing with you for this trip.

3 x Swimwear - As this is a dive and adventure retreat, we will be in the water almost every single day so a sufficient amount of swimwear
is absolutely essential. We recommend swimwear that you feel comfortable moving around in and can put a wetsuit on top of.
Hat -That Thailand sun ain't no joke so a hat is strongly recommended. Either a cap or a wide brimmed hat, so long as it is secure and
won't blow off with the wind of the boat!
Sunglasses - It's important to  protect our eyes as well so you should have a good pair of sunnies on you at all times.
Beach Towel - Something to dry you off on the boat and on the beach. We recommend a quick-drying microfibre towel that can pack up
nice and small in your backpack
Water Bottle - You can of course purchase bottles of water in Thailand but it's always a good idea to have your own reusable water bottle
to fill up when there is an opportunity 

5 x Underwear - You'll most likely be wearing swimwear throughout the day but you may want to have something to wear in the evening.
There will be places to do laundry if need be once the liveaboard has ended and you are back on the mainland.
4 x Evening Outfits - Comfy and casual is the vibe for evening wear on the boat! You may want to have 1 slightly smarter outfit for our
farewell dinner on Khao Lak.
3 x Daytime outfits - We will mostly be in wetsuits & swimwear throughout the day however your may want some light clothes to throw
on for breakfast, lunch and chilling on the boat.
Jacket - As we are going to be at sea, there may be a light breeze so you may want to bring a light cardigan/jacket.
Raincoat/Poncho - Although it will be dry season,  that absolutely doesn't mean we can't get caught out in some rain and you'll be
grateful for something to keep you dry when out and about. Either a raincoat or big plastic poncho will be perfect as long as it packs up
small into a bag. 

Bath Towel - Not all accommodation provides personal bath towels so it is always nice to have one of your own that is seperate from your
beach towel. Again, a quick-drying microfibre towel is optimal for packing purposes. 
Pyjamas - No explanation needed here other than making sure your sleeping outfit is suitable for shared dorm accommodation.

Chargers & Adapter - For whatever electronics you wish to bring (phone, iPad, kindle etc), don't forget to bring their chargers as well as
an adapter to convert to Thailand plug sockets (type A/B)



TOILETTRIES
Suncream - We recommend one that is high SPF, waterproof and reef safe, like this one. It is nearly always cheaper and easier
to bring these from home, just make sure that if you are travelling carry-on only, that the bottle doesn't exceed over 100ml.
Larger bottles will need to be checked-in for flights.
Bug Spray -There will be mozzies about almost everywhere we go in Thailand, particularly in the evenings. We recommend
using a bug spray with deet like this one which again will be easier to purchase at home as opposed to in Thailand so make sure
it fits in your flight's luggage restrictions.
Anthisan - If you do get bitten by a dreaded mozzie, it's a good idea to have a bite relief to save you from many more hours of
itching.

Shampoo, Conditioner, Hair brush/comb, Body wash, Face wash, razor, moisturiser, toothbrush, toothpaste, deodorant,
sanitary products - none of these need explanations but you know, all the usuals! 

FIRST AID
It's always a good idea to have your own little first aid kit including painkillers, anti-diarrhoea medication, anti-histamines,
cold+flu medication, rehydration sachets, plasters...

EVERYDAY VALUABLES
Bum Bag - Having a small cross-body bag is the best way to keep your small everyday valuable items safe and secure.
Phone - It's a good idea to have your phone unlocked from your network if you are planning on getting a local SIM in Thailand.
And if you don't already, having a rugged phone case is never a bad thing when you're backpacking. There is nothing worse
than a smashed up phone - especially when you are abroad! 
Passport - You won't get far without this! It is a good idea to come up with a safe and secure place where you know where your
passport is at all times 
Small purse/wallet - You want something convenient for the use of both cards but mainly cash as this is what you will mainly
be making purchases with on a daily basis in Thailand 
Travel cash cards - The best way to store your money whilst travelling is on a travel cash card (E.G. Monzo, Revolut, Starling,
N26, etc) It's a good idea to have more than one so that in the unlikely event that you lose a card or one is stolen, you have a
back-up ready that you can immediately transfer money onto.
Cash - We recommend bringing the equivalent of 50USD in cash with you for the duration of this trip to cover your additional
drink and souvenir costs.
Dive certification card - You must be at least Open Water certified to attend this liveaboard. Make sure you have your
certification card on you to prove your level.

https://amzn.to/3xGS9hp
https://amzn.to/3R0r7bN


Here are some other bits that you may want to consider bringing (but not essential!)

Mask & Snorkel - These will be provided to you when diving on this trip (as well as all other equipment) however we know it
can be nice to use your own if you have it.
Dive Computer - If you have one, don't forget it.
Dive log book - Again, if you have one, don't forget it. 

Camera - Most phones these days have incredible camera capabilities but since this is a dive trip, you may want to capture
underwater photos and videos. Note: GoPros on their own are waterproof to 10m which is fine for snorkelling and paddling but
if you wish to actually take it down scuba diving with you, you will require the additional dive housing which makes it
waterpoof to 60m. 
Multi-plug - If you have a lot of electronics, a multi-plug is going to come in very handy for you to charge multiple things at once
and make use of the extension cable. Oh and it also means you only need 1 adapter for all your cables!
Portable charger - We will have access to electricity in all of the accommodations on this trip (including the boat) but if you're a
heavy electronics user and your phone/camera etc tend to run out of battery before the end of the day then a portable charger
will come in very handy! 

Eye-mask + Ear plugs - For the best nights sleep in a shared room, blocking light and sound are going to help massively.



Travel Insurance

It is your responsibility to ensure that you have sufficient personal travel insurance for this trip. Dive insurance specifically is
included in your total fee so it is not required that your insurance includes diving cover. You must declare any pre-existing
medical conditions to your insurers and ensure you receive written confirmation that any pre-existing medical conditions are
fully insured. We advise you to obtain travel insurance as soon as you book, which will cover you for unforeseeable
circumstances such as illness or injury that might result in you not being able to take part in the trip. 
We recommend Safety Wing as the best insurance for backpackers at the moment.
You can also compare different travel insurance available at Money Super Market.

Visas 

For UK citizens, a visa is not required if you plan on being in Thailand for less than 30 days. If you are not from the UK, it is
advised that you check your country's government website to advise you on whether or not a visa is required. If so, it is your
responsibility to obtain this visa for the duration of your trip.

Passport validity

Your passport must have at least 6 months of validity remaining from your date of entry into Thailand. You may be refused
entry to Thailand if your passport is damaged or has pages missing.

 

https://safetywing.com/
https://www.moneysupermarket.com/travel-insurance/


General Vaccination Suggestions

It is advised that you check your local government website for advice on which vaccinations are generally advised. This dive
retreat will not involve us going 'off the beaten track' or visiting any derelict areas so it is at your own discretion if you feel you
would like to proceed with any of the suggested vaccinations. 

COVID Vaccination Requirments

COVID Vaccinated Travelers – Vaccinated travelers will need to have a copy of their vaccination certificate on hand before
boarding a flight and on arrival. Children under 18 who are traveling with vaccinated parents do not need to complete any RT-
PCR or Pro-ATK test before departing.

Unvaccinated Travelers – Before coming to Thailand, unvaccinated travelers need to complete an RT-PCR or Professional
Antigen (Pro-ATK) test through a clinic or medical professional. The test result must be issued within 72 hours before
departing for Thailand.

Important: Thailand's entry requirements may differ from country to country and are subject to change and so it's
important that you check your country's government website to stay on top of any changes that may occur.

 



Thailand is known as the land of smiles. It is one of the most popular tourist destinations
in the world and for very good reason. The food, the white sand beaches, the friendly
people, the year-round warm weather, the affordable prices, oh and did we mention the
world-class diving?

The famous Thai philosophy is ‘Eat when you’re hungry and it’s a great excuse when
you’re in a country with a world-famous cuisine. Some of the most popular dishes are
Familiar include Pad Thai, Tom Yum Soup, Mango Sticky Rice & who could forget Thai
Green Curry.

Thailand is the kind of country where you start planning your return before you even
leave. But if it is your first time in Thailand, here are a few things to note: 

Currency - Thai Baht ฿
Religion - Buddhist

Tipping is NOT customary in Thailand, there is absolutely no mandatory requirement to
tip anyone, but small gratuities for great service are very much appreciated. Unlike some
other parts of the world, you will never see a Thai service provider with his hand out
waiting for a tip.

The official language is Thai but English is very widely spoken amongst locals. It is well
worth learning a few basic Thai phrases though to make locals smile!
 
 Thailand is a relatively liberal country and it's not deemed unacceptable to show your
skin when out and about. We will however be visiting a few temples during our time in
Bangkok and it is required that skin be covered when visiting temples so make sure you
have a few items of clothing that cover your arms and legs.



 

 

 
 

All prices listed are in GBP. Payments are to be made in GBP.

Deposits are used to secure your place and will be taken on the backpackingbananas.com store. These are non-refundable under any
circumstances unless in the unlikely event that the trip is to be cancelled or postponed by the organiser. 

Remaining payments will be made via Paypal or Bank Transfer (method to be discussed after securing your place) and must be paid by the
due dates listed above.

If you cancel your booking before departure, you must notify us in writing and will incur the following cancellation charges:

PERIOD BEFORE DEPARTURE IN WHICH YOU NOTIFY US CANCELLATION CHARGE
More than 60 days Loss of deposit

60 days or less 100% of trip cost



Do I need to be a qualified diver?
Yes - you are required to be at least Open Water qualified to attend the liveaboard. We will be visiting intermediate dive sites
whilst on the liveaboard and so we advise that you only attend if you are comfortable and confident in your diving abilities.

Will there be a dive guide?
Yes, you will always be accompanied by a local experienced dive master who will lead the dives.

Will all the equipment be provided?
 Yes. All dive equipment will be provided including wetsuits and masks.



Will arrival transfers be included?
No. It is your own responsibility to get to the meeting point in Khao Lak on the afternoon of the 8th February (exact time and
location TBC 30 days prior to departure). We can assist in recommending transport options. 

At the end of the trip however, transport to either Surat Thani or Phuket transport terminals will be included, where you can
continue on your travels in Thailand.

Who will I be sharing a room with?
All cabins on the boat will be shared in a dormitory style. We will happily honor requests on whom you would like to be
roomies with throughout the trip.

Is this suitable for solo travelers?
Of course! We encourage solo travelers on this trip and we expect a majority of travelers will be coming solo so don't let it put
you off attending.



The information in this info pack has been compiled with care and is provided in good faith. However, it is subject
to change and does not form part of the contract between the client and the operator. Diving is a weather-
dependent activity and whilst a drastic change in weather is unlikely and not expected, it is a possibility and
important to consider. Appropriate amendments will be made to ensure the safety and comfort of guests in these
circumstances. There could also be various other changes such as adding an extra meal along the itinerary or
altering some of the activities. Ultimately, the goal is to provide you with the most rewarding experience and we
can guarantee that if any changes do occur, we will do our best to ensure that the trip is fulfilling and in line with
your expectations.



I can't wait to meet you!
Christianne and the Backpacking Bananas Team x


